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f[ooru's impersonation ofHamletwes one of the best known
Ll works of the dramatic age. In many minds the actor and
the character had become identical, and it is not to be doubted
that Booth's performance of Hamlet will live, in commemorative
dramatic history, with great representative embodiments of the

stage-with Garrickt Lear, Kemble's Coriolanus, Edmund Kean's

Richard, Macready's Macbeth, Forrestt Othello, and Irving's
Mathias, and Becket. That it deserved historic permanence is the

conviction of a great body of thoughtful students of Shakespeare

and of the art of acting, in Great Britain and Germany as well
as in America. In the elements of intellect, imagination, sublim-
ity, mystery, tenderness, incipient delirium, and morbid passion,

it was exactly consonant with what the best analysis has deter-
mined as to the conception of Shakespeare ; while in sustained

vigour, picturesque variety, and beaudful grace of execution, it
was a model of executive art,-of demeanour, as the atmosphere

of the soul,-facial play, gesticuladon, and fluent and spontane-
ous delivery of the text; a delivery that made the blank verse as

natural in its effect as blank verse ought to be, or can be, without
ever dropping it to the level of colloquialism and commonplace.

In each ofBooth's performances a disdnguishing attribute was

simplicity of ffeatment, and that was significantly prominent in
his portrayal of Hamlet. The rejection of all singularity and the
avoidance of all meretricious ornament resulted in a sturdy artis-
tic honesty, which could not be too much admired. The figure
stood forth, distinct and stately, in a clear lighr. The atrirudes,
movements, gestures, and facial play combined in a fabric of sym-

metry and of always adequate expression. The text was spoken

with ample vocal power and fine flexibility. The illustrative "busi-

ness" was stricdy accordant with the wonderful dignity and high
intellectual worth of Shakespeare's creation. The illusion of the
part was created with an almost magical sincerity, and was per-
fectly preserved. Booth's Hamlet was-as Hamlet on the stage

should always be-an imaginative and poetic figure; and yet it
was natural. To walk upon the stage with the blank verse stored
in memory, with every particle of the business pre-arranged, with
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Tbe Art ofEdwin Booth: Harnlet

In r8zr a British actor named Junius Brutus Booth abandoned his wife
and son and moved ro the United Srates, starting a new family and
spending the nexr three decades on tour, performing major Shakespeare

roles. He would also establish a Shakespeare dynasty, for rhree of his sons
from his second family folloied him onto thb stage: Junius Brutus Jr.,
iohn'$7ilkes, and Edwin. Edwin Booth was by many accounrs the finest
American actor ofhis day (and cerrainly the best loved), celebrated for
his cerebral and naturalistic portrayals ofRichard III, Iago, and espe-

cially Hamlet, a role he first p{ayed in 1851 and condnued to perform
until his retirement from the srage in r89r. Booth famously played the
part a hundred times at NewYorkt lù(/inter Garden during the ú64-65
s€ason, hailed as "the great Shakespearean evenr ofthe century" (one
that Booth himselfgrewweary of ). Shortly after, his career almosr cam€
to an end when his brotherJohn'Wilkes Booth assassinated President
Lincoln and the entire Booth f"*ily came under suspicion. Edwin
Booth also built one of the greatesr American rheaters. It stood on the
corner of Sixth Avenue and4rdstreet in Manhattan and was adorned
with a smtue of Shakespeare. But Booth was unable to sustain his vision
for it as c cutting-edge theatrical space where a resident companywould
attract Americat leading acrors; a decade after the 1871 financial crash
and Booth's subsequenr declaration of banlruptcy, Booth's Theatre was
torn down and replaced by a department store. In ú7G Booth invited
'$Tilliam rù/inter, the distinguished drama critic for the New York Tri-
bune,to collaborate on a set of Shakespeare promptbooks, with rVinter

doing the editing and providing introducrory essays. Shordy after Booth
died in 1893, Winter published The Life and Art of Edwin Booth, in
which he recalled Booth's particular gifts in each of his major roles-
most notably his Hamlet, which rùfinter, like many orhers of the day,

considered his greatest.
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every cmotion aroused yet conrolled, and every effect consid-
ered, known, and pre ordained, and yet to make the execution of a

design seem involuntary and spontaneous,-that is the task set for
the actor, and thar task was accomplished by Boorh.

Much is heard about "nature" in acting, and about the neces-

sity of "feelingi' on the part of an actor. The point has been too
often obscured by ignorant or careless reasoning. An actor who
abdicates intellectual supremacy ceases to be an actor, for he
never can present a consistent and harmonious work. To yield
to unchecked feeling is to go to pieces. The actor who makes his
audience weep is not he who hirnself weeps, but he who seems to
weep. He will have the feeling, but he will control it and use it,
and he will not show it in the manner of actual life. Mrs. Siddons
said of herself that she had got credit for the iruth and feeling of
her acting, when she was orily relievingher own heart of its grief;
but Mrs. Siddons knew how to act, whatever were her personal
emotions,-for it was she who admonished a young actor, saying,
"You feel too much." Besides, every artist has a characteristic, indi-
vidual way. If the representatiye of Hamlet will express the feelings

of Hamlet, will convey them to his audience, and will make the
poetic ideal an actual person, it makes no difference whether he is

excited or quiescent. Feeling did not usually run away with Dion
Boucicault: yet he could act Daddy O'Dowd so as to convulse an

audience with sympathy and grief.JefFerson, the quintessence of
tenderncss, has often accomplished the same result wirh fup Van
\linkle. In one case the feeling was assumed and controlled; in
the other, it is experienced and controlled. Acting is an art, and
not a spasm; and when you saw Booth as Hamlet you saw a noble
exernplification of thac art,-the ideal of a poet, supplied with a
physical investiture and made acmal and natural, yet not lowered
to the Level of common life.

The tenderness of Hamlet toward Ophelia-or, rather, to-
ward his ideal of Ophelia-was always set in a strong light, in
Booth's acting of the part. He likewise gave felicitous expression

to a deeper view of that subject-to Hamlet's pathecic realisation
d'rat Ophelia is bur a fragile narure, upon which his love has been
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wasted, and that, in such a world as this, love can find no anchor
and no security. The forlorn desoladon of the prince was thus
made emphatic. One ofthe saddest things in Hamlet's experience

is his bafled impulse to find rest in love-the crushinglesson, not
only that Ophelia is incompetenr ro understand him, but that the

stronger and finer a nature is, whether man or woman, the more
inevitably it must stand alone. That hope by which so many fine
spirits have been lured and bafled, of finding another heart upon
which to repose when the burden of life becomes too heavy to
be borne alone, is, of all hopes, the most delusive. Loneliness is

the penalty of greatness. Booth was definite, also, as to the "mad-

ness" of F{amlet.* FIe was not absolutely mad, but substandally
sane,-guardinghimself, his secrets, and his purposes by assumed

wildness; yet the awful loneliness of existence to which Hamlet
has been sequestered by his vast, profound, all-embracing, con-
templative intellect, and by the mental shock andwrench that he

has sustained, was allowed to colour his temperament. That idea

might, in its practical application, be advantageously carried much

further than it ever was by any actor; for, after the ghost-scene, the

spiritual disease of the Dane would augment it,s ravages, and his

* In reply to a question on this subject, Booth wrote the following letter, which
was printed by its recipient, in the Nasbuille (Tenn.) Banner.-

Dren Srn: The subject to which you refer is, as you well know, one

ofendless controversy among the learned heads, and I dare say they will
'war'over it "till time fades into eternity." I think I am asked the same

question nearly three hundred and sixty-five times a year, and I usually

find it safest to side with both parties in dispute, being one of those,

perhaps, referred to in the last line of the followingverse:-

"Genius, the Pythian of the beautiful,
Leaves her large truths a riddle to the dull;
From eyes profane a veil the Isis screens,

And fools on fools still askwhat Hamlet means."

Yet, I will confess that I do not consider Hamle t mad,-except in "craft." My
opinion may be of little value, but 'tis the result of many we ary walks with him,
"for hours together, here in the lobby."

Tiulyyours,
EowrN BoorH.
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figure should then appear in blight, disorder, dishevelment, and
hopeless misery. Poetic gain, however, may sometimes be dramatic
loss. To Hamlet the dreamer, Booth usually gave more emphasis

than to Hamlet the sufferer-wisely remembering therein the
value of stage effect for an audience. His Hamlet was a man to
'whom thoughts are things and actions are shadows, and who is
defeated and overwhelmed by spiritual perceptions too vast for
his haunted spirit, by griefs and shocks too great for his endur-
ance, by wicked and compelling environments too strong for his
nerveless opposition, and by duties too practical and onerous for
his diseased and irresolute wíll. That was as near to the truth of
Shakespeare as acting can reach, and it made Hamlet as intelligible
as Hamlet can ever be.

To a man possessing the great intellect and the infinitely tender
sensibility of Hamlet, grief doeg not come in the form of dejec-

don, but in the form of a resdess, urbulent, incessant agonising
fever of vital agitation. He is never at rest. The grip that misery
has fastened upon his soul is inexorable. Contemplation of the
action and reaction ofhis spirit and his anguish is, to a thoughtful
observer, kindred with observance of the hopeless suffering of a
noble and beloved friend who is striving in vain against the slow,
insidious, faml advance of wasting disease, whlch intends death,

and which will certainly accomplish what it intends. The spirit
of Hamlet is indomitable. It may be quenched, but it cannot be

conquered. The freedom into which it has entered is the awful
freedom that misery alone can give. Beautiful, desolate, harrowed
with pain, but ever tremulous with the life ofperception and feel-
ing, it moves among phantom shapes and ghastly and hideous
images, through wrecks of happiness and the glimmering waste
of desoladon. It is a distracted and irresolute spirit, made so by
innate glogm and by the grandeur of its own vasr perceprions.
But it is never supine.

Thac pathetic condition of agonised unresr, thar vitality of
exquisite torture in the nature and experience of Flamlet, was in-
dicate d by Booth. He moved with grace ; he spoke the text with
ease, polish, spontaneous fuency, and rich and strongsignificance.
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The noble ideal and the clear-cut execurion were obvious. But he
crowned all by denoting, with incisive distincrness and with woful
beauty, the pathetic vitality of the Hamlet experience. His imper-
sonation had wealth of emotion, exalted poetry of treatmenr, and
a dream-like quality rhat could nor fail to fascinate; but, above
all, when at its best, it had the terrible reality of suffering. There
was no "realism" in it, no fantastic stage business, no laboured
strangeness of new readings: it was a presenrmenr of the spiritual
state of a gifted man, whom nature and circumstance have made so

clear-sighted and yer so wrerchedly dubious that his surroundings
overwhelm him, and life becomes ro him a burden and a curse.
Hamlet is a mystery. But, seeing that personation, the thinker saw
what Shakespeare meanr. Many a human soul has had, or is now
enduring, this experience, confronted with the duty offulfilling a

rational life, yet heartbroken with personal affiiction, and bewil-
dered with a sense of the awful mysteries of spiritual destiny and
the supernal world. This is the great subject that Booth's perfor-
mance of Hamlet presented-and presented in an entirely great
manner. His scenes with the Ghost had a startlingweirdness. His
partingfrom Opheliahad the desolate and affiictingand therefore
right effect ofapartingfrom love, no less than from its object. His
sudden delirium, in the killing of the concealed spy upon Hamlet's
interview with the Qeen, was wonderfully fine, and it always
evoked a prodigious enthusiasm.

Booth's Hamlet did not love Ophelia. He had left behind not
only that special love, but love itself-which was something that
he remembered but could no longer feel. His Hamlet retained,
under all the shocks of spiritual affiiction, and through all the
blight of physical suffering, a porenr intellectual concenrrarion
and a princely investiture of decorous elegance : ir was not a

Hamlet of collapse and ruin: it was neither "fat" nor "scant of
breath"-neither lethargic with the languor of misery, nor heavy
with the fleshly grossness of supine sloth and abject prostration.
The heart was corroded with sorrow, but the brain stood firm. Yet
there were momenrs when the sanity of Booch's Hamlet lapsed
into transient frenzy. A pathedc, involuntary rcnderness played
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through his manner toward Ophelia, whom once he has loved
and rusted, but whom he now knows ro be a frail nature, how-
ever lovely and slveet. The pervasive rone of the embodiment was
that of a sad isolation from humanity, a dream-like vagueness of
condition,-as of one u'ho wanders upon the dusky confines of
another world,-and a drifting incertirude, very eloquent of rhe
ravages of a terrible spiritual experience. The latter atribure was
the poetic charm of Boorht Hamlet, and rhe poeric charm, the
fine intellectuality, and the graceful execution of the work gave it
at once extraordinary beauty and remarkable influence.

Acting, ar i$ besr, is the uhion ofperfect èxpression wirh a true
idcal. Booth's ideal of Harnlet sadsfied the imaginarion more espe-
cially in this respect, thar it left Hamlet substantially undefined.
The character, or rarher rhe remperament, was deeply felt, was
imparted with fashes of grear,Qnergy, and at momenrs was made
exceedingly brilliant; but, for rhe most part, ir was lived out in a
dream, and was left to make im own way. There was no insistence
on special views or on being specifically understood. And this
mood meliowed the execution and gave it flexibility andwarmth.
Booth was ari acror of uncertain impulses and condirions, and he
was righdy undersrood only by those who saw him often, in any
specified characrer. Like all persons of acute sensibility, he had his
good moments and his bad ones-moments when rhe genial fire
of the souiwas liberated, and moments when the artistic faculties
could only operare in the hard, cold mechanism of professional
roudne. Sometimes he seemed lethargic and indifferent. At other
times he would put forth uncommon power, and in the ghost
scenes and the great third act, would creare a rhrilling illusion
and lift his audience into noble exciremenr. At its best his perfor-
mance of Hamlet exaked the appreciative spe ctator by arousing a
sense of rhe pathos of our morral condition as conrrasred with the
grandeur of the human mind and the vast possibilities of spiritual
destiny; and rherein ir was a performance of grear public benefit
and importance.

Booth's Hamiet was poetic. The person whom he represented
was not an ancienr Dane, fair, blue-eyed, yellow-haired, srour,
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and lymphatic, but vras the dark, sad, dreamy, mysrerious hero of
a poem. The actor did not go behind the tragedy, in quest of his-
torical realism, but, dealingwith an ideal subjecr, rreated it in an
ideal manner, as far removed as possible from the plane of actual
life. Readers of the play of Hamlet are aware that interesr in the
Prince ofDenmark is nor, to any considerable'exrenr, inspired by
the circumstances rhar surround him, but depends upon the qual-
ity of the man-his spirit and the fragrance of his characrer. There
is an element in Hamlet no less elusive than beautiful, which lifts
the mind to a sublime height, fills the heart with a nameless grief,,
and haunts the soul like the remembered music of a gentle voice
that will speak no more. It might be called sorrowful grandeur,
sad majesty, ineffable mournfulness, grief-suicken isolation, or
patient spirirual anguish. \Thatever called, the name would prob-
ably be inadequate ; but the power of the attribute itself can never
fail to be felt. Hamlet fascinates by his personality; and no man
can succeed in presenting hlm who does nor possess in himself
that peculiar quality of fascination. It is something thar cannot
be drawn from the library, or poured from the flagon, or bought
in the shops. Booth possessed it-and that was the first cause of
his great success in the character.

Booth's Hamlet was likewise spiritual. Therein the actor mani-
fested not alone the highest quality that can characterise acting,
but a perfectly adequate intuitive knowledge of the Shakespear-
ian conception. It is not enough, in the presentation of this part,
that an actor should make known the fact that Hamlet's soul is
haunted by supernatural powers: he must also make it felt that
Hamlet possesses a soul such as ir is possible for supernatural pow-
ers to haunt. ln Shakespeare's pages it may be seen that-at the
beginning, and before his mind has been shocked and unsettled
by the awful apparition of his fathert spirit in arms-F{amler
is a man darkly prone to sombre thought upon the nothingness
of this world and the solemn mysteries of the world beyond the
graye ; and this menml drift does not flow from the smdent's fancy,
but is the sponraneous, passionate tendency of his soul-for, in
the very first selÉcommuning passag€ that he umers, he is found
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to have been brooding on the expediency of suicide ; and not long
afterwards he is found avowing the belief that the powers of hell
have great control over spirits as weak and melancholy as his own.
A hint sufficcs. The soul of Hamlet must be felt to have been-in
its original essence and condition, before grief, shame, and terror
arrived, to burden and distract it-intensely sensitive to the mis-
eries that are in this world; to the fact that it is an evanescent

pageant, passing, on a thin tissue, over what Shakespeare himself
has gready called "the blind cave of eternal nighr;" and to all the
vague, strange influences,.-sometimes beautiful, sometimes ter-
rible, that arà wafted oo, ofrh. great unkribwn. Bootht embodi-
ment of Hamlet was so thoroughly sarurated with this feeling rhat
often it seemed to be more a spirit than a man.

The statement of those felicities indicates Booth's natural
adaptability and qualificati<in for the character. Nature made it
in him "a property of easiness" to be poetic and spiritual, accord-

ing to the mood in which Hamler is depicted. Hence the ideal of
Shakespeare was the more easily within his grasp, and he stood
abundantly justified-as few other actors have ever been-in un-
dertaking to presenr ir. The spiritualised inrcllecr, the masculine
strength, the feminine softness, dre over-imaginative reason, the
lassitude of thought, the autumnal gloom, the lovable tempera-
ment, the piteous, tear-freighred humour, the princely grace of
condition, the brooding melancholy, the philosophic mind, and
the deep heart, which are cornmingled in the poet's conceprion,
found their roots and springs in the being of the man. Boorh
seemed to live Hamlet rather than to act it. His ideal presented a

man whose nature is everything lovable; who is placed upon a pin-
nacle of earthly greatness; who is aflicted with a grief rhat breaks
his heart and a shock that disorders his mind; who is chargedwith
a solem.gr ancl dreadful duty, to the fulfillment of which his will
is inadequate; who sees so widely and understands so little the
nature of things in the universe that his sense ofmoral responsibil-
ity is overwhelmed, and his power of action arrested; who thinks
gready but to no purpose; who wanders darkly in the borderland
between reason and madness, haunted now with sweet strains
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and majestic images of heaven, and now with terrific, uncertain
shapes of hell; and who drifts aimlessly, on a sea of misery, into the
oblivion of death. This man is a type of beings upon the earrh ro
whom life is a dream, all its surroundings too yasr and awful for
endurance, all its facts sad, action impossible or fitfill and fruir-
less, and ofwhom it can never be said that they are happy till the
grass is growing on their graves. That type Booth displayed, with
symmetry and grace of method, in an artistic forrn which was

harmony itself If to be true to Shakespeare, in that vast, complex,
and difficult creation, and to interpret the truth with beautiful
action, is to attain to greatness in the dramatic art, then surely
Booth was a great actor.

Booth's method in the scenes with the Ghost would endure
the severest examination, and in those sublime situations he fully
deserved the tribute that Cibber pays to the Hamlet ofBettenon.
Those are the test scenes, and Booth left his specrators enrirely
satisfied with the acting of them.

If I were to pause upon special points in the execution,-
which, since they illumine the actor's ideal and vindicate his ge-

nius, are representative and deeply significant,-I should indicate
the subtlety with which, almost from the first, the sense of being
haunted was convey€d to the imagination; the perfecdon with
which the weird and awful atmosphere of the ghosr-scenes was

preserved, by the actor's transfiguration into tremulous suspense

and horror; the human tenderness and heartbreaking pathos of
the scene with Ophelia; the shrill, terrific cry and fate-like swift-
ness and fury that electrified the moment of the killing of Polo-
nius; and the desolate calm of despairing surrender to bleak and
cruel fate, with which Flamlet, as he stood beside the grave of
Ophelia, was made so pitiable an object thar no man wirh a heart
in his bosom could see him withour rears. Those were peaks of
maj esty in Booth's .impersonation.

Thought is not compelled, in rememberingBooth's Hamlet, to
stop short with the sratemenr rhat the thingwas well done. k may
go further than that, and rejoice in the conviction that the thing
itselfwas right. There are in the nature of Hamlet-which is grace,
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swe etness, and grandeur corroded by grief and warped by incipi-
ent insanity-depdrs below depths of misery and self-conflict;
and doubtless ir was a sense of this rhat made Kemble say rhar an
actor of the parr is always finding something new in it; bur Booth,s
ideal of Hamlet possessed the indescribable poetic element which
fascinares, and the spiritual quality which made it the ready in-
strument of "airs from heaven or blasts from hell." The heart had
been broken by griefl The mind had been disordered by a terrible
shock. The soul,-so predisposed to brooding rrpon th. hollow-
ness of rhis fragile lifè and rbe darkness of futurity rhat already it
counsels suicide before the lreat blow has'fallen and the prince
confronts his father's wandering ghosr,-was full ofvasr, fantastic
shapes, and was swayed by strange forces of an unknown world.
The condition was princely, rhe manner exalted, the humour full
of tears, rhe thoughr weighed.down with a wide and wandering
sense of the mysteries of rhe universe ; and the power of action wai
completely benumbed. That is Shakespeare's Hamlet, and that
nature Booth revealed;-in aspecr, as sombre as the midnight sky;
in spirit, as lovely as the midnight stars. That nature, furrhermore,
he portrayed brilliantly, knowing rhar sorrow, however powerful
in che element ofoppression, cannor fascinate. The Harnlet rhat is
merely sorrowful, though he might arouse pity, would nor inspire
affecdon. Ir is the personality benearh the anguish that makes the
anguish so stately, so awful, so majestic. By itself the infinite grief
of Hamlet would overwhelm with the monorony ofgray despair;
but, since the nature thar shines through ir is invesied with the
mysterious and fascinating glamour of beauty in ruin, the grief be-
comes an active pathos, and the sufferer is loved as well as pitied.
Nor does it detract from the ioveliness of the ideal, that it is cursed
with incipient and fitful insanity. Thoughr is shocked by the word
and not the thing, when it rejecrs rhis needful attribute of a char-
acter otherwise eternally obscure. No one means that Hamlet
needs a strait-jacker. The insanity is a cloud only, and only now
and then presenr-as with many sane men whom rhought, pas-
sion, and suffering urge ar times into the border-land berwien
reason and madness. That lurid gleam was the first conspicuously
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evident in Booth's Hamlet after the first apparition of the Ghost,
and again after the climax of the play scene; but, fowing out of
an art-instinct too spontaneous always to have direct intention,
it played intermittendy along the whole line of the personation,
and addedweight andweirdness andpathos to remediless misery.

Booth's embodiment of Hamlet was a pleasure to the eye, a

delight to the sense of artistic form and moving, a thrillingpres-
ence to the imagination, and a sadly significant emblem to the
spiritual consciousness. Booth was never at any time inclined,
when impersonating Hamlet, to employ those theatrical expe-

dients that startle an audience and diffuse nervous excitement.
Except at the delirious moment when the prince rushes upon the
arras, and stabs through it the hidden spy whom he wildly hopes

is the king, his actingwas never diverted from that mood ofintel-
lectual concentration which essentially is rhe condition of Ham-
let. In that moment his burst of frensied eagerness-half horror,
and half-exultant delight-liberated the passion that smoulders
beneath Hamlet's calm, and it was irresistibly enthralling. There

were indications of the same passion, in the delivery of the so-

liloquy upon the artificial grief of the player, at the climax of the
play scene, and in the halÉlunaric ranr over Opheliat grave. Bur
those variations only served to deepen the darkness of miserywith
which his embodiment of Hamletwas saturated, and rhe gloomy
grandeur of the haunted atmosphere in which it was swathed.

Booth's ideal of Hamlet was a noble person overwhelmed with
a fa::.l, grief, which he endures, for the mosr part with a patient
sweetness that is deeply pathedc, but which sometimes drives him
into delirium and must inevitably cause his death. In rhe expres-

sion of that ideal, which is true to Shakespeare, he never went as

far as Shakespeare's text would waffant. He never allowed his vo-
taries to see Hamlet as Ophelia saw him, in that hour of eloquent
revelation when,-without artifice and in the unpremeditated
candour of involuntary sincerity,-his ravaged and blighted figure
stood before her, in all the pitiable disorder of self-abandoned
sorrovr'. To show Hamlet in that way would be to show him ex-

actly as he is in Shakespeare ; but in a theatrical representation that

THE ART OF EDW-IN BOOTH: HAMLET
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expedient, while it might gratify the few; would ceruainlyrepel the
many. Real grief is nor arrracdve, and the grief of Hamlet ìs r."l;
ir is not simply a filial so*ow for the death ofhis beloved father;
a mournful shame at his mother's hasty marriage with his uncle;
an affiiction of the haunted soul because it knows that his father's
spirit is condemned ro fast in fires and to walk the night. It is
deeper sdll. It is an elemental misery, coexistent with his being;
coi'cident with his conviction of the umer fatuity of this -o.id
a'd wirh his mental paralysis of comprehension,-awe-stricken
and half insanc,-in presence of the unfarhomable mystery that
envir'ns rnan'.s spiritual lifelEntirely and literally to emboày the
man whose narure is convulsed in that way would be to oppress
an audience with what few persons understand, and most p.rror*
de em intolerable, the reality of sorrow. Hamlet ,rpor, ,li. ,,"g.
must be inreresdng, and, in a€ertain sense, he -o* b. brillian"t;
and Booth always made him so. Bur that noble acror-so fine in
his inruitions, so jusr in his methods-could not be otherwise
than true ro his artisric conscience. He embodied Hamret not
simply as rhe picturesque and inreresting central figure in a story
of intrigue, half amatory and half political, in an ancient royal
c:u.rq but as rhe representative rype of man ar his highe* poirr,
of development, vainly confrondng the darkness and-doubi that
enshroud him in this pain-stricken, transirory mortal srate, and_
because his vision is too comprehensive, his heart too tender, and
his rvill too weak for the circumsrances of human life-going to
his death ar lasr, broken, defeated, baffied, a mysrery among mys-
teries, a disastrous failure, but glorious rhrough it all, and infi-
nitely more precious, to rhose who even r"go"ly comprehend his
drift, than ,À. -ost successful man that ever was created..

Ti'eati'g Hamlet in that spirit Boorh was nor conrenr merely
to invcst him with symmeffy of form, poetry of modon, statu-
esque grace ofpose, and the exquisite beaury ofmusical elocution,
and to blend those gracious artributes with dignity of mind and
spontaneous, unerring refinement of temperament and manner.
He went further, because he illumined the whole figure with a
tremulous light of agonised vitality. That was the rru. ideal of
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Hamlet-in whose bosom burns the fire that is not quenched.
Students of Shakespeare,-who are, of course, students of human
life and of themselves, and who think thar perhaps t"hey are in this
world for some higherpurpose than the consumption offood and
the display of raiment,-could think upon it, and gather strength
from it. Booth's art, in the acting of Hamlet, was art applied to
its highest purpose, and invested with dignity, power, and uuth.

(rA:)


